Introduction
In given paper the practical stability (1) of the linear systems with the variable measurability of phase space (2) is investigating. Here the theorems about the practical stability are proved and it was indicate the criteria, which are suitable for direct use as algorithms of the digital stability area determination. The obtained results are proved on the base of A.M. Liapunova's general theory of stability and N.G. Chetaev's investigation problems of the stability on the finishing time interval. The considered problems of the practical stability of the dynamic systems with the variable measurability of phase space with permanently acting agitations. . Let we suppose that on this segment the system dynamics is set as follows:
on condition of variable measurability of the phase space Problem 1 To find the conditions when the decision of the system (1) on conditions of the change of phase space measurability (2), is
Problem 2 To find the conditions when the decision of the system (1) on conditions of the change of phase space measurability (2), is
The criteria of the practical stability
Let we enter the signification: , t X j as the matrix solution of Koshi's task
the single matrixes of the order j n ; 
where
1 , is the decision (1) with the conditions (2), that satisfies an initial condition 
and the condition (4), where
1 , is the decision (1) on conditions (2) which satisfies the initial condition
Proof Let we chose the Liapunova's functions as follows: can be found as matrix decision of the differential equation
Remark 4 For the calculation j using the formula (9) the reverse matrix t t Q , 
Then let we examine on the segment 1 0 ,T T with the division 1 , 2 , …, N the system with the permanently acting agitation 
